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3. Timeline: 



 Data to be used in this proposal are already available. Analyses and manuscript 
preparation will be performed over the next 6 months. 
 
4. Rationale:  
 Heart failure (HF) is an emerging public health problem with approximately 6 
million prevalent cases and almost 700,000 new cases occurring annually in the US (1). 
In 2009, medical expenditures related to HF in the US are estimated to reach $37 billion 
(1).  
 Diabetes mellitus is one of the most important risk factors for HF (2). Hemoglobin 
A1c (HbA1c) is a central measure of glucose control in the clinical management of 
diabetes and reflects endogenous glucose levels over the previous 2–3 months (3). 
Previous studies in individuals with diabetes have suggested that elevated HbA1c levels 
are associated with an independent risk of hospitalization or death due to HF (2, 4-7).  
 In contrast, little is known about the association between glycemic status and the risk 
of HF among persons without diabetes. Two studies investigating this topic showed that 
fasting blood glucose concentrations were significantly associated with incident HF 
among patients with diabetes but not among persons without diabetes (8, 9). To the best 
of our knowledge, no previous study has investigated the association between HbA1c and 
the risk of HF in a population without diabetes.  
 We will investigate a possible relationship between HbA1c and the incidence of HF 
in persons without diabetes who participated in the ARIC Study. Specifically, we will 
assess the presence of an association and evaluate whether this association is linear or 
non-continuous (exhibits a threshold effect) among persons without diagnosed or 
undiagnosed diabetes. This analysis should provide insights into the hypothesized 
“cardiotoxicity” of hyperglycemia, a controversial topic (10).   
 
5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions: 
Hypothesis 1:  Elevated HbA1c levels will be associated with incident HF in a non-

diabetic population.  
 
 Hypothesis 1a:  The relationship above will be independent of traditional risk 

factors for HF. 
 
 Hypothesis 1b:  The relationship above will be present in both categories of   
    participants with and without prevalent coronary heart disease.  
  
6.  Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other 
variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary 
of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if 
present). 
Inclusions: 
All black and white ARIC subjects with data of HbA1c at visit 2 (the only visit for which 
HbA1c data are available)  
Exclusions: 
Ethnicity other than black or white 
Individuals without data of HbA1c or incident HF 



Prevalent diabetes cases 
  Prevalent diabetes at visit 2 will be defined as a fasting glucose level of ≥7.0  
  mmol/l (≥126 mg/dl; reported minimum of 8 h of fasting prior to visit), a non- 
  fasting glucose level of ≥11 mmol/l (≥200 mg/dl), a self-reported physician  
  diagnosis of diabetes or medical treatment for diabetes at either visit 1 or visit 2  
  (6).  
Prevalent HF cases  
 Prevalent HF will be assumed if there is evidence of manifest HF stage 3, 
 applying the Gothenburg criteria that require the presence of specific cardiac and 
 pulmonary symptoms as well as medical treatment of HF at either visit 1 or visit 2 
 (11-13). 
Exposure: HbA1c  
HbA1c was measured on stored whole blood samples using a high performance liquid 
chromatography instrument (Tosoh Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) on all participants with 
available stored whole blood visit 2 (N=14,069) (14). Thus, we will treat visit 2 as the 
baseline for this study. 
Outcome:  
Incident HF: the first HF hospitalization coded 428 according to the International 
Classification of Diseases Code, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) or death from HF  (coded 428 
for ICD-9 and I50 for ICD-10) (6, 15). All cohort hospitalizations and deaths that 
occurred before January 1, 2006 (or most recent data available), will be included. 
Other variables of interest and covariates: 
Sociodemographics: age, race/center,, gender, education, income 
Physical information: blood pressure, body mass index, kidney function (estimated 
glomerular filtration rate), presence/absence of left ventricular hypertrophy by 
electrocardiogram and carotid atherosclerosis by ultrasound 
Lifestyle: smoking status and alcohol habit 
Comorbidities: hypertension, dyslipidemia, history of coronary heart disease 
Statistical Analysis Plan:  
The primary analysis will use Cox proportional hazards models to quantify the 
association between HbA1c and incident HF. HbA1c will be treated as categorical 
(quartiles) and continuous variables respectively in the models. We will adjust for the 
covariates listed above. 
 We will repeat the analysis after stratifying the study sample by gender, race, and 
presence/absence of coronary heart disease, hypertension, obesity, or left ventricular 
hypertrophy.  
 We will conduct three sensitivity analyses. Firstly, since coronary events can act as a 
competing endpoint of HF, we will conduct the same analysis among participants who 
did not have prevalent coronary heart disease at baseline (visit 2) and did not experience 
a coronary event during follow-up. Secondly, we will analyze a subsample of participants 
who did not have incident diabetes during the first 6 years of follow-up (between visit 2 
and visit 4). Finally, we will run our models on those participants who were not taking 
any medication at baseline, since many medications can potentially induce under- or 
over-estimation of the association between glucose status and incident HF.  
Limitations:  
As with any observational study, we will not be able to rule out the possibility of residual 



confounding. A single measurement of HbA1c is an additional limitation. One study 
showed that updated average HbA1c may predict future HF better than a single baseline 
HbA1c in patients with diabetes (7). In non-diabetic populations, however, a single 
HbA1c measurement is quite reliable (16-18).  
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